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This report d.emribe.sthe high-epwd model towing
basin ojtlu National Advisory ComrnitteeforAermu@ic8,
u.sud?y rzjem.d to a th N.A.C.A. tank. The purpose
of this piece of eqwiw ix to enu.blethe (?ommdtee to
provkk information and&a regarding the performance
Of 8eUphZm%on the water an.uhgc-w to the informdim
jumidted concerning the pe@rmm.ce of airplan.tx in
the air.

L!%etank and b equipm+zd,togetherwiih the method
of opera#ion, are o%mribez?,and the type of work done
in it ix ilhtraied by dutafrom two typic-a.?temk. The
mu wa9to determinethe efect on thatakwf performance
of a modeJof the hull of a $ying boat of ji.tting the tiep
wiih “haok8” of th.?w difered heights, and the seoond
to deternvhu the eyed on the take-q$ performance of the
same mookl of jtting tlwbottomjust foruwrd of the main
8tep wccemioely with two and threejhdea of two differeni
depths. In eachcase thepq%rmunce with the a$%ration.s
i-s compared with tha paformance of the model with a
pluin bottom. The distinctwe dticoniinutih found in
the 8pee&resistance cumes at hump 8ped are a notabk?
feature of th msuils qf thae te8t8.

INTRODUCMON

HISTOBIC~ENEEAL CONSIDERATIONS

A survey of the information available regarding the
application of the results of tests of models in towing
basins to the design of floati for seaplanes was made
by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic
in 1929. It was found that the development of
flying boats and seaplanw had been assisted very
much in the United States, and possibly more in other
counties, by tests of models in towing basins or tanks
(references 1 and 2). Some tanks already existed
which were designed especially for test@ models of
seaplane floats and the construction of other tanks
for this speoird purpose was projem%d (references
3 and 4). There was no such tank in the United States;
in fact, there were only two tanks, both constructed
before the appearance of the seaplane and designed
originally to teat models of ships. The construction
in the United States of a special towing basin that

could be devoted to

OF SEAPLANE FLOATS

tests of models of seaplane floats
and hulls might reasonably be expected to be of
great rmistanc-e in the further development of this
type of aircraft, the importance of which appeared
to be increasing.

In considering the construction of such a piece of
equipment it was neoessary to evaluate many features,
and in the case of the N.A.C.A. tank the deoisions
arrived at led to the incorporation of certain novel
features which appeared to be more suitable for their
respective purposes than the constructions used in
other tanks. The reasons for these deoisiona are of
general interest and discussions of them will be found
[star in the report.

CHARAC1’EIUSTICS OF SEAPLANE FLOATS

The desirable characteristics of the float supporting
a seaplane are many, but among them may safely be
included the following:

1. Low reistance to propulsion on the water.
2. Freedom from tendencies to trim or pitch vio-

lently while beirg propelled on the water.
3. Freedom from excessive moments, about the cen-

ter of gravi~ of the whole craft, of the hydrodynamic
forcw arising from propulsion on the water.

4. Freedom from e.xtive spray or from throwing
solid water upward or outward to excessive distances
while being propelled on the water.

5. As great stability as is compatible with other
propertiw.

6. Ihw drag in the air.
The combination of these characteristics, with othem

which have not been mentioned, in a single form pre-
s~ts a problem which has been solved in widely differ-
ent ways by difFerantdesigners. The forms adopted
have changed as experience dictated and with the de-
mands of the respective users until they have taken
the distinctive shapes now associated with oertain de-
siggem, and even with certain nations. This process
has been i.niluenced also by the results of tests made
in model towing basins to determine the hydrody-
namic properties of models of the various forms pro-
posed or adoptid.
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T=TS OF MODEM IN MODEZ BASINS

When the development of the seaplane began, model
towing basins had been in regular use for about forty
years for the purpose of obtainirg information as to
the performance of surface vessels of all types, and it
was only natural to turn to the towing basins for as-
aistamx in designing seaplane floats. Although much
valuable information was obtained from the ship-
model towing basins, it was soon perceived that tests
of models of saplane floats in such model basins suf-
fered fkom serious disadvantages because of the rela-
tively low speeds of the towing carriages (reference 1).
These disadvantages become apparent from a consid-
eration of the method of applying the results from
such tests, which generally is as follows:

The total resistance of the model, and of the ship,
is assumed to be made up of two parts: frictional or
viscous resistance, and wave-making resistance. The
former is computed for the model by the use of gen-
erally accepted formulas and coefficients, and is de-
ducted from the total measured resistihce. The re-
mainder, the wave-making resistsmce, is assumed to
follow that particular one of the Laws of Mechanical
Similitude, usually called Froude’s Ls,w, which may
be expressed as folIows: If V and o are corresponding
speeds of tilp and model, of lengths L and 1, respec-
tively, and Rw and r. are the respective wave-making
resistances at those speeds, then at the corresponding
speeds of ship and model

R=r~3
mm o1

The total resistance of the ship is then obtained for
each corresponding speed by adding to the wave-
making resistance determined from the trots of the
model the frictional resistance computed anew- from
the dimensions of the ship and its speed.

SIZ= OF MODEL AND EFFECXS OF SCALE

The expression for corrwponding speeds shows that
no matter how large the tank may be the maximum
size of the model that can be towed at the speed cm-re-
sponding to a given speed of the full-size craft is li.xed
by the mtium speed of the towing cmriage. If the
get-away speed V of a full-size seaphme is 60 miles per
hour, the full-size length L 64 feet, and the maximum
speed of the tmvi.ngcarriage u 15 miles per hour, then

and the length of the longest model of the seaplane
that can be towed at a speed corresponding to get-away
speed will be 4 feet. As the get-away speed of the
craft increases for a given length of hull, or as tbe
length of the hull decreases for a given get-away
speed, the length of the model that may be towed to
get-away speed decreases.

It must also be remembered that, in contrast with
the smooth fair form found in a ship, the form of the
hull of a seaplane or flying boat includes deiinite dis-
ccntinuities, as the chines and steps. At high speeds,
irregularities and inaccuracies in a model may be
expected to produce serious disturbances in the results
of tests. If the models of the hulls of seaphmeamust
be made to very small scale, the accuracy of the models
to dimensions must be most carefully maintained,
otherwise doubt may be thrown on the conclusions.

Difficulties of even more serious character appear
with the demonstration that there is a scale effect on
the r&istance and other quantities measured that
increases as the size of the model is reduced (references
5 and 6), and that the d.ifbrence between the wavea
and spray produced by a model and those of the full
size at the corresponding speed increaeea as the size
of the model decreases (referance 6). As it has been
the general practice to consider the observed resistance
of models of seaplane floats as all wave-making
resistwme, and to obtain the r&stance of the full-size
craft by converting the whole according to l?roude’s
method, these scale effects may esplain some of the
observed discrepancies. ,

ADVANTAQ~ OF A LARGE TANK

In view of the disadvantages found in the uso of
small models at low speeds, a new tank, to be of the
greatest service, should be equipped to tow large models
at high speeds so that the similarity of phenomena
between full &e and model might be greater, the
accuracy of construction of the models need not be so
great, and the conclusions draw-nshould therefore be
more trustworthy. The nearer the approach to full-
scale size and speed the more accurate and satisfactory
would be the conclusions drawn from the tests. How-
ever, it had to be remembered that excessively large
models meant a correspondingly large tank and high
speed of the towing carriage. The cost of such
equipment would be more than correspondingly high.

The Circumstsmcesjust outlined were given careful
consideration by the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics, and it was decided to construct a tank
which should represent an’ attempt to balance the
various factors involved against one another.

The construction of the tank was appro~ed in 1929,
and plans and spmifications were prepared by the
Committee in that year. Construction began in 1930
and was completed in 1931. The new tank was offi-
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cially dedicated at the time of the Sixth Annual Aircraft
Engineering Conference, May 27, 1931, by Dr. D. W.
Taylor, Vice Chairman of the Committee, who su~er-
vised the construction of the first modern experimental
model basin in this country, at the WrIshingtQnNavy
Yard, and whose work in that basin is lmown the world
over.

DESCRIP’HON

Type.-The N.A.C.A. tank is of the l?roude type;
that is, the model which is being tested is towed through
still water at successive ccmstantspeeds from a carriage
spanning the tank. At each constant speed the towing
pull is measured, the trim and the rise, or’ change of
draft, are recorded and, if the model is being towed at
a fixed trim, the moment required to hold it there is
measured and recorded.

The N.A.C.A. tank is located at LangleyLoaation,—
Ileldj Vs., and extends about north and south along
the west bank of the Southwest Branch of Back River,
the distance from the shore varying from about 75 to
160 feet. (See fig. 1.)

Dimensions,—The reinforced concrete basin con-
taining the water has the follow-@ dimensions

(1) Length on water, extime --------------------- 2~&20
(2) Normal width of water stiace ----------------- 24
(3) Normal depth of water ------------------------
(4) Length of 12-foot depth ----------------------- 1, 9;

The sides of the tank are coved in above the water
line in order to bring the rails closer together and
thus reduce the width of the car, and also to assist
in suppressing the waves which are produced by the
models. The appearance of the emp~ tank is shown
in figure 2.

The salt water with which the tank is Ned is
supplied from Back River by a centrifugal pump
driven by an electric motor. The tank contains
approximately 4,000,000 gallons of water which can
bo pumped in or out in about 40 hours.

“At the south end of the basin there is an annex
containing the shop and offices, together with the
pumping plant and the electrical equipment, in-
cluding motor generator set, switchboards, ei%., for
tho supply of current to the carriage.

Shelter.—The whole tank is covered by a shelter
intended more to protect the surface of- the water
from the effect of wind and weather than to maintain
a tempcmture within the building. This shelter
consists of a simple building 2,060 feet long and 28
feet wide having a steel frame of ordinary construc-
tion covered with corrugated sheets of an asbestos-
coment composition. Tie trusses and columns sup-
porting the roof are spaced at 20-foot canters, and a
small window is placed in the middle of each 20-foot
bay on each side and as high up as is feasible. These
windows me glazed with ligh&diRusing glass to
reduce the amount of direct sunlight falling on the
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water of the tank. The general arrangement of the
tank may be seen in iigure 3.

Rails,-The rails on which the towing carriage
runs are heavy H-beams set with the web vertical.
They are supported on cross ties, or chairs, made of
short lengths of steel tie section. The rails are hiid
in 60-foot lengths with staggered joints. The joints
are not welded or scarfed, but are simply butted with
sufficient clearance to permit the ends to come to-
gether at a temperature of about 80° 1?.

The rails are leveled to the same height above
the water surface and the east rail is alined with
extreme care. Leveling of the top surfaces of the
rails is done by measuring from the surface of the
water in the tank while it is perfectly still, wqing an
electrical contact point on the extended spindle of a
micrometer head. In this manner the rails are
made to follow the curvature of the earth taken
by the surface of the water. CarefuI checking of
the measurements indicates that the rails are within
+ 0.015 inch of parallel to the water surface. The
alinement of the east rail is done by means of a
special transit and reference points placed in the
concreta of the tank. This rail is used to hold the
car on the rails and in a straight line by means of
guide wheels which bear on both sides of the web.
There are no guide wheels on the west rail.

To@ oarriage,-The structure of the to~~ car-
riage is of carbon-steel tube, with all joints welded. In
order to insure accuracy of alinement in the girders form-
ing the car structure, the ends of all the tubes meeting at
a joint were milled to fit snugly before welding and all
welding was done with the structure in a massive jig.
The gear cases also are of welded construction.

The structure of the car may be divided into a
center-line girder, two side girders, and two trans-
verse girdera. The center-line girder is of sufficient
depth to carry the dynamometer and to permit
pemons to stand within it. The other girders are
shallower and are proportioned solely by the strength
requirements and the necessity for securing other
parts of the carriage, such as the electric motors
and the reduction gears between the motors and the
wheels. A general view of the toiving carriage is
shown in figure 4.

Wheels and tir& .—The carriage runs on four
wheels fitted with pneumatic tires. These wheels
are mounted on stub axles., and are not connected
by cross axles. They are each driven by an inde-
pendent electric motor through a single-reduction
herringbone pinion and gear. The pneumatic tires
are high-speed bus or truck tires, with smooth treads.
The guide wheels which hold the carriage in aline-
ment on the east rail have grooved solid rubber tires
of a medium soft composition. It is planned to
try small pneumatic tires later, although the present
tires are very satkfactory.
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Fmwru? L—AkpIana view ~ tha Io@fon of the N.A.OA. tank wfth _ to other eqnIpmentof the Commlttw at Langley Mold, Va,

LThetmk 2Thef01kdotnnnaL tihoprqmllmsamb tmmaL 4. The addnfdratlon bnlldlm

I’IGUBX2—LookiIw north fn Um empty bdn of tb N.LO& tank
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Propelling motorso—The four electric motors pro-
pelling the car are each nominally of 75 horsepower,
but for short periods they may be safely called upon to
deliver 220 horsepower each. They are direct-current
motors having two field windings. One of the fields is
excited separately, and the other is excited by the arma-
ture current from one of the other motom. The wiring
is so arranged that the armature current from the front
pair of motors pases through the field windings of the
rear pair of motors, and vice versa. The shunt field
current is held at a constant voltage and the speed of
the car is varied by varying the voltage of the armat-
ure current. The increase of the armature current
during wxelaration is controlled automatically to suit
the rate of acceleration desired; the change to constant
speed conditions is also made automatically.

the carriage at definitepositions easier. This brake is of
the automotive type with intern&expanding shoes
which are carried in brake drums fitted on the wheels.

If the other braking systems should all fail the car-
riage would be stopped by the emergency brakes at the
end of the tank. These are continuous rail friction
brakes consisting of two hem-y T-bars securely nn-
chored to the concrete, one just outside each running
rail. The stern of each projects vertically upward and
forcibly sandwiches itself between two spring brake
plat~ secured to the carriage. Four pairs of thesebrake
plates are fitted on each side of the carriage. Instmd
of using coil springs to control the grip of the brake
plates, the plates themselves are designed m flat-plute
springs and the intensity of the braking action is con-
trolled by the width of the initialopening between them.

FIGURE 4+17M towing mniage of tkuaN_A.O.A. tnnk

Elec~icaI braking.-Current for propulsion is sup
plied to the car by four overhend trolley wires on
which travel two armature trolleys and two field trol-
leys. In addition there are two trolley wires and trol-
leys providing two circuits for the control of the elec-
trical braking of the carriage. Opening one of these
circuits sets into operation automatically controlled
regenerative braking, opening the other dynamic brak-
ing. By means of a switch located at the control desk
the opemtor can select either of two points along &e
tank at which the circuit controlling the regenerative
braking will be opened and braking produced. If the

, incoming line voltage fails the braking automatically
changes to dynamic.

The electrical braking cnn also be applied at will by
either the opemtor at the control desk or the personnel
on the towing carriage. A hand-operated brake is also
provided to assistin the finalstop and to make spotting

All the bral@ systems have been thoroughly tested
and found to operate satisfactorily in service. The
emergency brakes have been used but once. The car-
riage was mov@ at less than 5 miles per hour and wcs
stopped in less than 3 inches. The deceleration was
violent but without shock.

Contiol of operation.-The control of the whole pro-
pelling system is concentrated at rLcontrol desk located
at the south end of the tank. Here are the rheostats
controlling the acceleration and determiningg the con-
stant speed at which the carriage is to be propelled,
Switches control the field and armature currents, and
a selector switch controls the points at which the
electrical braking is to be applied. A voltmoter
and an ammeter are fitted to indicate the voltage
and current in the armature circuit. The whole is
mounted on a metal desk with the rheostats concealed
within it.
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The personnel carried on the car have no control of
the speed of the car other than the ability to stop it at
any time. They are free to give all their attention to
taking the readings and to watching the beha,vior of
the model being towed.

Time and distanoe gear.-The speed at which the
carriage has been propelled on any run is determined
from the time and distance traveled. A special clock
is mounted on the carriage and so arranged as to send
an electrical impulse to the dynamometer every
second. The distance traveled is given by an indica-
tion in the dynamometer corresponding to every. 5
feet of tmvel. A steel tape extends the entire length
of the tank, and is supported by brackets projecting
down from the bottom chords of the roof trusses.
This t~pe has an accurately located hole through it
every 5 feet. As the carriage moves along the length
of the trmk the tape is picked up by a set of rollers on
the cmrkge and passes through a slot in a box placed
between the rollers which contains a source of light
nnd a photoelectric cell. The path of the light to the
cell is interrupted by the solid tape, but when one of
the holes in the tape passes through the box the light
beam slips through and falls on the cell. The electrical
impulse which this produces is amplified by a radio-
type amplifier and is sent to the recording device of
the dynamometer as a relatively powerful impulse.

Motor-generator set,—The direct current for operab
ing the carriage is obtained from a motor-generator set
located in the shop section of the building. This set
consists of a 350-horsepower alternating-current motor,
trking current at 2,200 volts, driving a 300-kilowatt
direct-cument generator and two direct-cument ex-
citers. One exciter provides current for the shunt
fields of the motors on the car; the other provides
exciting current for the alternating-current motor
and the fields of the direct-current generator.

!C’hetowing gear,—The arrangement of the towing
gmr is shown on @re 6. The model being towed is
attached to the ofter end of a stiff latticed girder, or
‘( towing grLte.” The forward end of this girder is
attached to the dynamometer proper which weighs
and records the pull of the model M it pasaes through
the water. The length of the towing girder is as great
as is feasible in order to reduce the obliquity of the
pull as the model rises or sinks. The towing pull is
applied to the model at a point corresponding to the
center of gravity of the full-size craft and about this
point the model can swing freely, when tests are made
free to trim, or it can be held at any desired trim, and
the moment required to hold it thus can be measured.
A pointer moving with the model .&wingsover a grad-
uated scale and indicates the trim, while the deflection
of a spring through which the constrahing force is
applied indicates the magnitude of the force and the
moment which must be applied to constrain the trim.

Two sizes of towing gates are available, each with
its own gear for measuring the trim and moments.
The lighter and smaller one is made of duralumin
structural sections and is used with models up to
about 10 feet in length; the “heavy” one, used with
models up to 16 feet in length, is made of steel tubing
and has exceptionally heavy gear for measuring the
trim and moments. The weight of the gate is counter-
balanced by weights on the end of a flexible wire rope
suspended over a sheave. A large damping cylinder,
fitted on the lower end of the rod carrying the weights,
reduces any tendency to vibrate vertically.

Through the point of suspension of the model is
applied a vertical lift to simuhte the lift derived from
the wings of the full-sized craft. This lift is obtained
from n flexible wire rope which passes over two sheaves
to the upper end of a steel bar that is free to move
vertically in roller guides. The upper end of the bar
is fitted to receive weights to counterbalance any
overweight of the model. At the lower end of the bar
there is fitted a bronze blade that projects downward
into the water. The immersed end of the blade is
fitted to receive any one of several bronze hydrofoils,
or hydrovanes, which can be firmly secured to it. The
size of the hydrovane is selected to suit the model that
is be~~ tested and the angle of attack maybe adjusted
by changing the angle of the blade. The selection and
adjustment of the hydrovane are so made that at the
speed corresponding to the get-awa,y speed of the fnll-
sized craft the downward pull exerted by the h@ro-
vane will equal the weight corresponding to the gross
weight of the full size and, if the model is balanced to
that weight, it will be just lifted from the water. At
any other speed the lift produced by the hydrovane
will be to the lift at getraway as the square of the
speed is to the square of the get-away speed and will
correspond to the lift of the wings at that speed. The
blade and the hydrovane are placed aa far to one side
of the model as is feasible to avoid any interference
with the flow around the model.

This method of supplying the lift corresponding to
the wing lift implies that the lift coefficient of the
wings does not change during the taked. This as-
sumption is contrary to the fact, but devices intended
to provide a lift that will be varied automatically to
correspond with the variation in angle of attack due
to change in trim introduce complications and do not
seem to be sticiently trustworthy to warrant their
use at present. Devices similar to the present one
have been used for years with reasonably good rewlts.
It should also be remembered that if a large range of
trim anglw is involved the get-away speed can be
varied to suit the change in angle of attack of the
wings. In genaral, the difference in the values of A/R
obtained is not great. The provision of rLsuitable
device providing automatic variation of the lift with
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the trim is contemplated but its development has not
begun.

The rise of the model is indicated by a pointer, d-
tnched to the wire providing the lift, which traversas
a vertical scale attached to the carriage.

At the forward end of the towing gate are two ver-
tical suspension links which support a part of the
weight of the gata and any reaction horn the trim-
ming moments. There are thus no verticsJ forces
applied to the weighing device of the dynamometer.
A single horizontal link connects the beam to the
weighing device, which ccn&ts of a stM spring in the
form of a single flat plate of steel. The magnitude
of the pull exerted by the model is obtained by meas-
uring the deflection of the spring.

The upper end of the spring is rigidly attached to a
mmsive tube supported in the center girder of the
carriage and is presumed to have no deflection. The
deflection of the lower end of the spring is magnified
by an arm attached to it and extending up into the
tube. The upper end of this arm carries a stylus, the
point of which bears against a vertical plate mounted
on a horizontal staff that also carries a horizontal
mirror. The plate on the mirror stafi is held against
the stylus by a small hairspring.

A beam of light projected against the mirror from a
light source at the top of the tube is reflected back
ogainst a slit in the top plate of the tube. When a
sheet of sensitized paper is moved at constant speed
across the slit the reflected spot of light tracea a curve
that becomes visible on development. In addition to
the curve from the movable mirror, a series of parallel
straight lines are ruled on the record by &@ht rays
from Sk iixed mirrors. These are so adjusted as to
provide a convenient series of reference lines.

In order that the operator may be informed as to
the magnitude of the pull exerted by the model dur-
ing the run, a second beam of light is projected against
the measuring mirror at such an angle that as it re-
turns to the top of the tube it may be intercepted by
a horizontal mirror set to reflect the beam against a
translucent screen. This screen is suitibly graduated
and the gross pull exerted by the model may be read
from the position of the spot of light coming from the
measuring mirror.

The speed of the car is determined from the records
of time and distance traveled. The time is indicated
by successive dots produced by flashesof a lamp lighted
every second by the timing clock. The distance is
indicated by the breaks in a line traced on the sensitive
paper by the light reflected horn a galvanometersmirror
mounted tilde the tube. The deflection of this gal-
vrmometeris produced by the amplified impulse coming
from the photoelectric tube which is illuminated
every 5 feet as the car progresses along the track.

The record thus obtained includes a curve showing
the pull exerted by the model, a series of dots which

indicate the time in seconds, and a broken line the
deflections from which indicate 5-foot intervals of
progress The speed may be computed from the time
required to cover a given distance, or the distance
covered in a given time.

The recording part of the dynamometer is mounted
on a frame that can be moved vertically to bring the
point at which the pull is applied to the spring to any
desired height from the water. The movable frame is
carried on four lead screws in a fixed frame, but two
verticil guides on the iixed frame relieve the lead
screws of any side load.

PRtiARY TESTS

The first task, after the work of construction was
finished, was to assemble and test the equipment to
demonstrate the accuracy of operation and the ability
to reproduce results on successive runs. A number of
novel features, referred to in the introduction, required
especial attention.

The designed mtium speed of the towing carriage
had been set at 60 miles per hour for three reasons:
First, to be sure that there would be ample acceleration
for +y speeds that might ordinarily be required (40
miles per hour as the get-away speed of a %-sizemodel
of a seaplsmehaving an 80-mile ge&away was easily
foreseen); second, to make it possible to determine the
properties of details of bottoms, or of planing surfaces,
at speeds at or near actual get-away speeda; and third,
to make it possible tb study the phenomena of fluid
friction on surfaces moving at high speeds and the
effects of roughnesses such as rivet heads and plate
butts. High speeds meant high accelerations of the
carriage and great length of runso that conditions might
settle down before readings were taken, at a constant
speed.

The towing carriages of all previous tanks had run
on wheels with iron or steel tires, usually of hardened
steel carefully ground to perfectiy circular form.
These were used with steel rails which had been care-
fully machined to give the greatest practicable smooth-
ness and straightnessta the surfaces. Such an arrange-
ment appeared certain to be extremely costly if used
on the very long tank that was contemplated. It
also appeared to include a promise of trouble. At the
high accelerations, which were nec~ary if the already
long tank were not to be longer, the torques trans-
mitted to the wheels in starting the c.mriage n@ht
cause them to slip. I?urthermore, in braking at the
end of the testing run the brakes might lock and slide
the wheels. Either event would spoil the truly
circular form of the tires and might also spoil the
smooth surface of the rails. At the high speeds
which were contemplated the alightwt irregularities
in the rail or in the wheel, no matter how produced,
would surely produce violent shocks and erratic
motion of the carriage. One method of avoiding the
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high stwting and braking tractions was to provide a
catapult for accelerating and a reversed one for brrik@.
These meant considerable increases in the cost and
unknown di5cnMe9 in operation.

A simple solution was to abandon the steel tires and
substitute pneumatic rubber tires rum@ on wide
flat surfaces.. Such tires could be made and kept very
close to truly circular at no great expense. They
would have much greater adhesion than steel tires and
accelerating and braldng torques could be correspond-
ingly increased. There would also be less necessity
for a tine iinish on the rails for the tires would absorb
slight irregularities and even protide d~ping for ~Y
vertical vibrations.

Coupled with these advantages was a possible dis-
advantage in that rLpneumatic tire always has a flat
surface in contact with the rail and the loaded radius,
or axle height, is not the radius of the unloaded tire.
Variations in this height might produce tramping or
magnify vertical motions.

The advantages appeared to outweigh the possible
disadvantages and it was decided to use the pneumatic
tires. It was realized that this was a radical departure
from well-established practice and the testing and
breaking in of” the new equipment was carefully
watched to determine exactly how the tires affected
the operation of the towing carriage.

During the trial period the carriage was operated
through a wide range of speeds and accelerations.
The maximum speed attained was 58% miles per
hour. A still higher speed can be reached if required,
probably more than the desigged 60 miles per hour,
but it was thought unwise to attempt it with equip-
ment that was still new and not completely broken in.
The carriage has sinca been operated at speeds of about
50 miles per hour several times in connection with
actual tests and the operation is even smoother than it
was during the tial period.

The tests during the trial period showed very plainly
that the pneumatic tires did not produce tramping,
that they did damp out threatened vibrations and
absorb the effects of slight irregularities, and also that
for a given air pressure in the tires the axle height
remained constant as nearly as could be determined.

Because of the use of the pneumatic tires it had been
decided to omit the planing of the top surface of the
H-beams that were used as rails, and to install them
as they came from the mill, depending on the tires to
absorb any irregularities. The rails were laid with
plain butt joints and no special arrangements were
fitted to avoid shocks as the wheels crossed the rail
joints. Steel tires would have hammered the opea
butt joints into violently distorted forms; pneumatic
tires promised to leave then unharmed. The testi
demonstrated that these anticipations were fulfilled.

However, the heavy H-beam rails were of surprising
rigidity, and leveling and rdiningthem so that the twc

op surfaces should be parallel to the water surface
md the web of one should be straight from end to
md proved a time-consuming operation. About
!,000 feet of rail had to be leveled on each side of the
iank. Weather conditions sometimes produced surges
n the water which stopped measurements for days.
kme of these could be explained only by the theory
;hat the barometric pressures at the ends of the tank
wmetimes differed by amounts sufficient to depress
>odily the whole mass of water at one end and to permit
t to rise correspondingly at the other. The change in
evel would be small but it would exceed the allowable
mrorin leveling the rails.

MRTHODS OF TESTING

Tests of models of hulls or floats may be mado in
either of two ways. The earlier method was originally

developed t? obtain information regarding an aircraft
for which most of the ‘ksential data are known. A
second, or general, method does not require this infor-
mation, and at the same time gives much more com-
plete information than the earlier method. Both
methods are susceptible of some modification, und
may even be partially combined.

Earlier, or spetic, method.—The model is pre-
sumed to be of a hull or float for a specific aircraft of
which the gross weight, initial trim, position of centw
of gravity, and get-away speed are known. If the

dimensions of the model me ~ times those of the full

size, then according to Froude’s Law,

L,

l=; L,

w,
1

w=~3 w,
v,,

length of full size.

length of model.

gross weight of full size.

gross weight of model.

get-away speed of full aim.

di~.= ~ VU, get-away speed of model.

M, trimming moment of full size.
1 rimming moment of model.m=T4M, t

The initial trim of the model will be the same aa thnt
of the full size and the position of the center of gmvity
of the model, which is the point at which the towing
pull is applied, will be the same as that of the full size
to scale.

The weight of the model as constructed will rarely
be that determined horn the relations given above;
usually it will be considerably heavier. Accordingly,
counterweights are fitted on the top of the vertical bar
carrying the hydrovane until the weight of the model
which remains waterborne is exactly that correspond-
ing to the gross weight of the full size.
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The sw%ingof the hydrovane device is then adjusted
to give a downward pull, and an upward lift at the
model, of w at speed OC. This is obtained npproxi-
mntely from curves previously prepared and is
checked and adjusted to the proper settkg by trial
runs. There is also prepared a curve showing the air
drag produced by windage on the parts of the towing
gear exposed to the air stream.

The model is towed at a succession of constant
speeds. Usut-dly the first runs are made with the
model free to trim. These are followed by other
series of runs at various fixed trims. If no tied @ns
have been specified these usually are 4°, ‘6°, and 8°.
The speeds used vary with the size and type of model.
The free-to-trim runs usually begin at about 5 feet
per second and extend by intervals of 1 foot per
second to about 75 percent of the get-nway speed.

to-trim runs. In most cases the trend of the curve
governs the speeds selected and the rarge covered, and
additional runs are made at critical points in the
curve9.

Dur@g the runs the resistance, time, and distance
are recorded automatically, while the trim angle and
rise, for free-to-trim runs, or trimmm“ g moment and
tie for &red-t&n runs, mud be read by an observer
stationed at the rear of the csmiage. For fixed-ti
runs it is also his task to operate the control of the
electric motor that drives the device to apply the
proper moment to hold the trim at the constant value
which has been previously selected.

Photographs of the model are taken at each speed
at which the wave system or spray will be of interest.
Two cameras are used and are located to give a
record of those features of the wave system which show

Fm~E 6.-Bow view of model of PH-I flyfng-lmat hull at 14 Lps, fm to trim.

At this speed the trim usually is back close to the
initial trim and there would be danger of putting the
bow of the model into the water if the speeds were
carried higher with the model free to trim, which
might result in the wreck of the gear and the breaking
of the model. At such speeds the aerodynamic
control of the full size should be suftlciently effective
to control the attitude, which will be a considerably
larger trim, and usually there seems no need to
invcatigate a condition which does not ordinarily
occur. It is possible, ho~evor~ to carry the free-to-
trim runs further if necessmy, but in such runs sub-
stantial stops must be fitted to the model to keep it
from suddenly trimmm“ g too far down by the bow,
with possibly disastrous consequences.

The aerodynamic controls have little effect at
speeds much below 50 percent of get+away speed, so
the tied-trim runs usually begin at about 35 percent
get-away speed and are carried up to, or very near to,
get-away speed. Usually speeds are selected at some-
what larger intervals for these runs than for the free-

the properties of the model most plainly. Two typical
and simultaneous pictures are shown as figures 6 and 7.

After the runs have been completed the sensitized
paper on which the various points of light have been
projected is’ developed and dried. Points giving a
curve of gross resistance agpinst speed have been
made on a rough plot from readings of the repeater
made by an observer, but the accurate readings” of
resistance and speed cam be obtained only after the
record has been developed.

The resistancerecord appeam as a wavy line through
which a mean line can be drawn by eye, using a
straightedge. Experience in drawing this mean line
soon makea it possible to draw it so accurately that
usually only one attempt is necessary. The height of
the metm line above the line representing zero resist-
ance is multiplied by the instrument constant and’
gives the gross resistance in pounds. The true speed
of the run is determined by the distance traveled in a
given number of seconds, as recorded by the time and
distance indicators.
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Corrections.— The gross resistance is corrected for
the error introduced by the obliqui~ of the towing
gear, which is determined from the rise of the model
as read by the observer, and for the windage drag at
the true speed. Both are obtained from curves pre-
viously prepared. If the ttrimmingmoment has been
observed it is cm-rected to take account of the fact
that the vertical position of the center of gravity of
the model is not at the towiqg point, where it was
assumed to be, and that the weight of the model is
not the true weight corresponding to that of the air-
craft. These figures are obtained by weighing the
model and deterininhg the gravity moments it exerts
about the point of suspension. “

No correction is made for windage on the mod~
itself. This part of the residmce probably vari= as

account of the effect of variations in the temperature
of the water on the viscosity.

The mean speciiic gravi@ of the water in the tank is
very nearly that of normal sea water. If correction
of the results of tests is dded it may be made on the
basis of a mean specific gravity of 1.018.

After the computations have been completed there
remain for entering in a table of values for each speed
the -weight on the water (A), the resistance (R), the
weight on water divided by the resistance (A/B), the
trim, the trimmhg moment if recorded, and the rise.
The plots of these respective values as they vary
with the speed provide the curves that indicate the
behavior and properties of a design.

General, or ~“complete”, method.-This method
gives more general information than the specific

Fmum 7.—B6am vfew of modef of PH-I flyfng-bmthufl at 14 f.ps., @a to Mm.

the wave-making resistance, or so nearly so as to cause
an insignificant error in the conversion to full scale.
No correction is made for interference between model
snd gem. This is believed to be of relatively small im-
portance, and there apperm to be no reasonably simple
method of determining the actual amount in each case.

It has been found that testing can be done without
serious difficulty at any temperature ordinarily met
with, although the tank is unheated and consequently
the air temperature varies with the outside conditions.
However, extremely low temperatures last for such
short periods that no serious delay has been noted horn
stopping work when operation becomes uncomfortable
to those on the carriage.

The change in i%mperatureof the water in the tank
is very slow and the maximum range so far has been
from 44° F. in mid March to 63° F. in mid October.
No attempt is made, at least for the present, to take

method, and is especially useful if no data are at hand
as to the complete airplane with which the float is
to be u&d. It is the same as the method of testing
described by P. Schr6der in reference 7. In this
method the model is towed at a number of fi~ed
weights on the water with fixed trims and at various
constant speeds, and the resistance, trimming moment,
and rise are determined for each of these as in the
earlier method. This method requires more runs but
gives information which can be applied to more widely
varying conditions of load, ge&away speed, position
of center of gravib, etc. The data obtained from
the individual test runs are the same and the methods
of deriving them are identical In view of the more
complete information obtained, this is usually referred
to as the “complete” method. A full description of
this method, with an example of its application, will
form a later report.
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ACCURACY

The rtcoumcy of the readings from the various parts
of the dynamometer and towing gear haa been checked
by frequent .calibmtion and it is believed tha$ -the
values used in preparing the curves are em.rect within

, the following limits:

Speed --------------------------------- +0.1 ft. per see.
kistince ----------------------------- +0.1 lb.
Rise----------------------------------- +0.10 in.
Trim ---------------------------------- +0° 6’.
Trimmfng moment-------------: -------- +1.0 Ib.-ft.

While the possible errors may seem large, particu-
larly the 1.0 lb.-ft. in the trimmm“ g moment, it will
be seen by reference to the curves which appear later
that they are relatively small percentages of the
magnitudes involved.

TYPICAL TEST DATA

COMPARISON OF TAKE-OFF OF LANDPLANB AND SEAPLANE

The special importance of reductions in the resistance
to motion on the water of a flying-boat hull or a sea-
plane float becomes apparent from an examination of
the contrast found in the curves of iigure 8. This
fiawo presents the curves of resistance on the water
and land and in the air which might be expected of a
large amphibian flying boat. On land this machine
runs up to take-off speed on wheels like any landplane.
On water it runs to get-away like any flying boat. For
simplicity it is assumedthat the aerodynamic resistance
is the same in both cases.

The total resistance of the machine m a landplane
before it kwves the ground consists of the sum of the
aerodynamic resistance and the resistances due to
friction and rolling along the ground. The sum of the
last two is a maximum at the moment of b*to
move and becomes stendily less until it becomes zero
at take-off. Compared to the resistance at take-off
the initial value of the total resistance is not very large
rmd at no time before take-off does it exceed that at
take-off.

The case is far otherwise when operating as a s-
plane. Here the total resistance before the craft
leaves the water is the sum of the aerodynamic re&t-
nnce and the hydrodynamic resistance. The course
of the former is the same as for the lnndphme but t.+e
hydrodynamic rwistsmce shows a violent diilerence.
l?rom zero at the start it risesrapidly until at “hump”
speed it may be double the total resistance at get-
away. It then decreases, tit sharply and then more
slowly, until it becomes zero at get-away. The total
resistance at hump speed often comes surprisingly
close to equaling the thrust at that speed. Should
there be any decrease in thrust or increase in resistance
at this speed the margin of thrust available for accelera-
tion might ensily disappear and the craft would not be

able to reach a speed above the hump speed and could
not leave the water.
. That hump of resistance menming the propeller

-thrust stands out as a most -obvious point to be
attacked if we d&ire to improve the performance of
seaplanes. Every reduction in its height and extent
will be repaid by a decrease in the time and distance
run to get-away and the margin for contingencies
between the thrust and resistance will be corrwpond-
ingly increased.

In the ease of the landplane very little can be done
to reduce the already low rolling and frictional resi+
ante while on the ground and it is mainly the aero-
dynamic qualities that determine the time and length
of take-off run. In the seaplane the hydrodynamic
resistanceis preponderant throughout ahnost the whole
run on the water and reductions in the time and length
of run to get-away must come almost solely from
reductions in that resistance.

The effect of amill changes in the form or dimensions
of the hull of a seaplane on the hydrodynamic resist-
ance may be surprisingly large. On small models the
effeots of almost microscopic ohangss are correspond-
ingly di.flicnltto perceive and interpret. When larger
models can be used, as in the NL.C.A. tank, the
changea themselves may be of a substantial nature;
their effects are much more apparent and relatively
easier to interpret. As illustrating this, we may con-
sider the two following cases:

THEEFFE17T OF A ‘TIOOp ON THE STEP

Designers sometimes introduce a hook, or sharp
downward drop of the bottom, at the step of a flying-
boat hull. Usually the depth of the addition is small
and it is of very small extent fore and aft. On a small
model the addition is hardly perceptible.

Test of Navy PH-1 with hook,—in order to obtain
information as to the effect of such hooks on the per-
formance on the water of a typical flying boat, the step
of a %full-size model of the hull of a Navy PH-1 flying “
boat that was lmown to have a good performance on the
water and in the air was fitted successively with hooka
of three differaut sizes. A genereJ plan of this model
with the prinoipal dimensions appears in figure 9. The
model was made of pine and finished with several coats
of enamel. The model was carefully checked on a
surface plate for closeness to dimensions and it was
found that the underwater body was within + 0.01
inch of the designed dimensions.

The dimensions of the hooks appear on figure 10. AE
fitted on the model these dimensions were held to
within + 0.002 inch. A photograph of the model
with the various pieoes which were inserted at the step
to form the hooks is reproduced as figure 11.

The model was testedwith no hook on the step and
with the three hooks as shown. Test runs were made
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both free to trim and at fixed - of 4°, 6°, and SO.
For each run the resistsmce and speed w~e recorded
and the rise and trim, or tri.nm@ moment at fixed
trim, were observed’ and recorded. After the proper
corrections had been made for windage and rise of

curves inwhich the irregularities were so great as to
cast doubt on the tests. Careful checking and addi-
tional points confirmed the original points and showed
that there existed a real discontinuity which appenred
in all four curves, but to a degree which was much
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FIGURE fi~m~n of the resis&neas of an amphibian flyfng bmt takdng ofl from waier and from lnnd.

towimg gear the results were set forth as the curves
forming figures 12 (a) to (e).

mcussion of results,-A conspicuous feature of
these curves is that the speed-resistance curve, free to
trim, shows a sharp break, or discontinuity at the hump
speed, 10 to 12 feet per second. This discontinuity
was faired out in some of the earlier plots and led to

influenced by the depth of the hook. A search was
made of the published results of tests of boat and flout
models and it was found that such a discontinuity hnd
been mentioned in reference 8 and shown in fiamo 4
of that paper. This peculiarity has been found in
curves from other models tested in the N.A.C.A tank
and is now re=darly looked for. The speed-reshtmce
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FIGUBE 9.–Prfndcd dlmedom of the model pf the hull of the PH-1 flyfng tit nsd fn tds in the N.A.C.A. tank.

FIGURE 10.—DfmemIons of the hooks flt~ on the step of the model of the PH-1.
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FIGUEE U—The model of the PH-I showing the blocks for flttfng the hmks cmthe step.
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. curve for a model with. a stepped bottom is drawn as
a smooth curve ordy after check teatshave shown that
the expected dkcontinuity does not exist.

The discontinuity appesm at about the speed where
the model chaugw from a condition where buoyant
support predominates to one where hydrodynamic sup-
port becomes predominant. The charge can be seen
in the waves aud spray thrown by the model, where it
appears as the point where the flow from the stap

\ I h I t 1 , ,

I i

I I
.
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I }

~ Free fofrim
301 , , , , , I I 1 , 1 ,

—x—
01 1 I 1 8° fikedfrimII

.
Speed, fip.s.

model are extended to meet and this point is indicated
by a circle. The manner in which this point travels
toward a lower speed and a higher resistmce as the
depth of the hook increases suggeds the possibility of
a systematic connection between depth of step, depth
of hook, and resistance. This possibility has been
noted for future investigation.

From the pre-sentcurves we may draw the conclu-
sion that the second hook, 0.164 inch high, is somewhat

1 \l . ..
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(a) Paiornmmce rnlmwofmwielwfthmhcmk- . (b)Pmfmmanm @nrvedof model with (1.~-fnch hook.

FIGOEE 12-The effti of Sttfng hmka on the tip of the model of the PH-I flying+mt hufL

cleans up sad the step ventilates properly. At that
point the character of the resistance probably changes
from predominantly wave making to predominantly
viscous.

It is believed that the use of large models in the
I?.A.C.A, tank makes it possible to detect this dis-
continuity; it probably does not appear as plainly with
small models.

k figure 12 (6) the comparison of the curves of
resistance free to trim and at 4° tied trim is facilitated
by plotting them together. The two curves for each

the better. It gave a slight reduction in maximum
resishmce, made the maximum resistame come at CL
10WWPspeed, and caused a general lowering of resistance
from maximum r@stance on.

The highest hook was most unfavorable for it pro-
duced an increase in resistance at the hump of more
than 20 percent above that for the model with no
hook. In all probability this would exceed the thrust
at that speed and if allowed to run along freely the
craft with this hook on the step probably would fail to
accelerate and could not get off.
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I?rom these curves it can be seen why “rocking” a
flying boat sometimes helps it to get off. If by rocking
back and forth a regime can be found ,which will even
momentarily have a lower rwistance, the speed maybe
increased enough to prtssthrough the narrow peak of
the discontinuity and permit further running to be
done on the rapidly decreasing second part of the curve.
It would appear that the real purpose of the rocking,
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which frequently proves effective, is to find by trial
the regime which momimtarily permits the jumping
Erom one part of the resistance curve to the other.
This change in regime of course involves a change in
many elements, not in the resistance alone.

A further general conclusion is that a moderate hook
on the step is an advantage. The present dati me
insufficient to formulate a rule. However, the propor-
tions which gave the best remdt in these tmta should
hold for generally similar forma and applications.
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(d)PerfOrmmm ~ Of nldd with twO deep fhlks.
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TEE EFFECTOFFLUI’EDBOTTOM

Ixmgitudinal fluteshave been fittedintheplaning bob
tom of a float by several designers. The flutes usually
produce a reduction in the spray thrown and asthe craft
rises on the step it would appear that they should give

t.
~-n— —-. .—L, - L ,- —,.

-o-e OJocn

~’

I
/ 1 /

lhaw 13.-Crom done at h step of the mtiel of the PH-I--lmat hnfl
dmwfw the mfgfmaland the llnted femmi bottoms

a reduction in the area of bottom wetted by the rising
sheet of water and thus reduce the frictional resistance.

Test of Navy PH-1 with flutes,-In order to obtain
an idea of the tiect of a relatively simple set of flutes

—

COMMTIWEE FOE A.ORONAUTICS

I

.1-

will be seen that there are two shallow and two deep
and three shallow and three deep flutw. The extent of
the block containing the flutes is shown on the same
@ure. The appearance of the original model and the
fluted blocks can be seen in figure 14.

The model was tested with the four modifications
both free to trim and at lixed him. During each test
run the r~ixmca and speed were recorded and the ,
rise and trim, or trimmhg moment if at tied trim,
were observed and recorded. After the proper cor-
rections had been made for windage and rise of towing
gear the results were set forth as the curves forming
Jigure16 (a) to (e). The curves obtained from tests in
the original form, with no hook on the step, are included
for comparison.

Discussion of results.-In @me M (e) are shown
the assembled curvw for the resistance free to trim
and at 6° iixed trim. The curves for the two condi-
tions have been extended until they intersect and this
point of intersection is indicated by a circle.

An examination of the curves shows that the fitting
of the fluted bottom has had little effect on the resisb
antes. All the curves have the same general character
with a discontinuity at a speed of about 11 feet per
second. Before this discontinuity appeara the model
is running as a displacement craft and the change
produced by the flutes is small. After the discontinu-
ity has been psssed the model is more nearly a planing
craft but the resistance is held up by the interference
in the flows from the respective flutes. When the “
model has risen to where it is running on a single flute
on each side the flow cleans up and the area of bottom
wetted is sharply reduced below that wetted with the
Dlsii.nbottom. From this point the resistance of the
fluted bottoms Iics below Mat of the plain bottom.

r

PmuaE M.—MoM of the PH-1 ffying-tmt hull showing the orfghal h-m and thehfm& te M inwrted to @ve the four fluted forward bettoms.

in he bottom of a flying-boat hull the model of the
I?H-1 which was used in the tests just described wss
modiiied, by fitting portable blocks in the bottom, to
have successively four d&rent typw of flutes. The
original cross section at the step and those produced
by the four modifications are shown in iigure 13. It

& iEusually the case, observation of the flow around
the bottom gave many interesting hints. At the hump
and at certain stages after the hump was passed the
number of flutes in the bottom could be told by the
number of clearly marked separate jets in which the
water issued from under the bottom.
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In general, the fluted bottoms threw leas spray than
the plain bottom. However, a spray strip rttthe chine
on the original model made the spray from the plain
bottom as little as from the fluted bottom. A report
on the effect of spray strips on the performance of this
model is in preparation.

From the rssults of this teat it may be concluded
that fluting the bottom of a flying-boat hull of a good
design, such as was used in this case, will probably
give no very large changes in performance. Any
improvement in spray thrown can probably be equaled
by a proper spray strip on the original model.

LANGLEY MIJMORrAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADTTSORY COMMI~EE FOR &MtONAUTICS,

LANGLEY tiLD, VA., June 9,1933.
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